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Ideology, Censorship, and Transgender  
Media (Mis)Representation:  
What Role Has Film Played in the Marginalization of Transgender Subjects, and 
How Might Queer Art Aesthetics Pave the Future of Representational Politics?

On September 4, 2018, Calgary Arts Commons asked On-
tario born transgender artist B.G-Osborne to censor and 
edit their artwork, A Thousand Cuts, which was critiqued 
on grounds of nudity, swearing, and profanity. They were 
also asked to remove a poster commemorating the names 
of transgender murder victims, which notably included no 
swearing, nor profanity. Osborne chose to remove their 
work from the gallery instead. This is not the first time 
Calgary Arts Commons has been accused of censoring 
a transgender artist; in 2006, they placed a wall in front 
of Gaylord Phoenix in the Flower Temple without seek-
ing consent from artist Edie Fake. Contrarily, Calgary Arts 
Commons did not see issue hosting Jordan Peterson, who 
has famously spoken against Bill C-16, in July 2018. The 
controversy around Osborne’s work, and the censorship 
it received, is especially nuanced considering the nature 
of A Thousand Cuts (2018); a compilation of transgender 
representations in popular film and media. In other words, 
it was not forty-one years of film, but the artist’s compi-
lation of transgender bodies in film—that was considered 
profane. Responding to the critique canonized against A 
Thousand Cuts, Osborne extended a public statement in 
which they invite us to question the political and conditional 
eviction of their work from public space: “If you are cisgen-
der and you were offended by this work: think about why 
you were offended. Are you trying to protect your children 
from what you perceive to be vulgar representations of 
bodies? Are you comfortable with the violence that is per-

petuated against trans people, but offended by five or six 
swear words and a flaccid penis? If you cannot accept see-
ing a penis on a woman in a movie (…a cisgender woman 
with a prosthetic)—think about the other types of transpho-
bia you might perpetuate in your daily routines…It seems 
you are afraid of the questions this video will raise in the 
minds of your children, or in yourself.”1 In light of this event, 
and in solidarity with Osborne, I hope to initiate a discus-
sion around the politics of artistic display; interrogating art 
as it resists and re-affirms the symbolic order, and rep-
resentation as it configures the normal and the perverse. 
This essay aims to examine the contentious role of film 
and media in the marginalization of transgender2 bodies, 
whilst attending to the ways in which Osborne’s work offers 
a queer critique of, and a potential disidentification from, 
violent (mis)representations of transgender bodies in film.
 In an interview with Kristen Hutchinson, Osborne 
shares that they drew inspiration for the title of their work 
from the phrase “death by a thousand cuts,” signifying a 
“slow, cumulative process in which bad things keep hap-
pening until the point of destruction.”3 The title further pairs 
an astute homonym with “cutting” as a technique in film; 
two denotations that contextualize the material implications 
of transphobic hate crimes, and the physicality of film as 
a medium. Through three screens, Osborne layered nar-
rative, tone, visual, and auditory sensations; displaying 
filmic representations not as singular sites, but juxtaposed 
to illustrate an ideological pattern; a collective, cohesive, 
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portrayal of social reality. In the words of Osborne, the 
three-channel transmedia work confronts “cinematic tropes 
and the erasure of transgender people in mainstream me-
dia…through a crescendo-like composition ranging from hu-
morous to violent—but always inauthentic—representations 
of trans individuals.”4 Hence, A Thousand Cuts unravels the 
way in which media is strategically enrolled to labour politi-
cal ideology, and by extension, attends to the violent, lived 
implications etched within the politics of representation. 
 Media representation speaks to the ways in which 
knowledge is constructed and transmitted about commu-
nities, locales, experiences or attributes through a particu-
lar narrative or ideological framework. Braudy and Cohen 
stress that films “are the unconscious instruments of the 
ideology which produces them”5; always saturated in so-
cial and political context, produced through, and simulta-
neously reproductive of, ideology. While representations do 
not create or change events, they are powerful in that they 
construct and transmit knowledge through which real life is 
made intelligible. Indeed, media plays an instrumental role 
in the culturally contingent process of social learning and 
surveillance, whereby people are enrolled to accept and 
enact on premeditated cultural markers.6 Given the ways in 
which media informs social learning, representation acts as 
a powerful tool for conditioning members of society to accept 
and partake in hegemonic configurations of the symbolic or-
der.7 Transgender scholar, activist, and media critic Joelle 
Ruby Ryan introduces the discourse of transgender (mis)
representation through an alarming hypocrisy; while “trans 
people are often victims of violence and not perpetrators of 
violence,” media “has been more interested in portraying the 
exact reversal of the transgender victim: the transgender so-
ciopath.”8 A report by Human Rights Campaign on anti-trans 
violence found 2017 to be the deadliest year of the decade. 
Moreover, transgender people were found at a higher risk of 
experiencing discrimination, unemployment, homelessness, 
depression, and barriers from accessing basic needs and re-
sources such as healthcare.9 The Trans Murder Monitoring 
Project, which analyzes the rates of homicides of trans and/
or gender-diverse people worldwide, notes that in the US 
and Europe, transgender people of colour were dispropor-
tionally vulnerable within the demographic.10 Strikingly, while 
the average person has a one in 18,000 chance of being 
murdered, for transgender people this figure jumps to one in 
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twelve.11 The material implications of anti-trans violence were 
woven into A Thousand Cuts through a large poster included 
in the exhibition, which listed the names of all documented12 
murdered transgender victims in the last two years. Osborne 
wrote on their website that this plaque “serves as a reminder 
to the viewership of the common consequence of transgen-
der expression, especially for trans women of colour.”13

 Ryan argues that violence towards transgender peo-
ple did not spring spontaneously, but rather, that such vio-
lence is political, historical, and has been actualized through 
repeated cultural and media conditioning.14 Indeed, filmic 
representations such as Psycho (1960), Sleepaway Camp 
(1983), Terror Train (1980), Dressed to Kill (1980), Silence of 
the Lambs (1991), Ace Ventura: Pet Detective (1994), Dog 
Day Afternoon (1975), and K-11 (2012) demonstrate over fif-
ty years of media where a transgender body is constructed 
as a site of terror, criminality, and monstrosity. In addition to 
the murderous transgender subject, other damaging tropes 
which are touched on in Osborne’s collection are, but not lim-
ited to, the beautiful tragedy/death of transgender victims (Al-
bert Nobbs (2011), The Adventures of Sebastian Cole (1998), 
Boys Don’t Cry (2000), Breakfast on Pluto (2005), Dallas Buy-
ers Club (2013), Soldiers Girl (2003)), romanticized and bi-
narized transition narratives (Normal (2003), Tomboy (2011), 
Laurence Anyways (2012), Ma Vie En Rose (1997), The 
Danish Girl (2015)), deceptive/seductive transgender bodies 
(The Crying Game (1992), Ace Ventura (1994), The 40 Year 
Old Virgin (2005), I Want What I Want (1972), Naked Gun 33 
(1994), Soapdish (1991)), humorous and pitiful transgender 
bodies (Crocodile Dundee (1986), Desperate Living (1977), 
Zoolander 2 (2016)), and fake transgender bodies (e.g. cis 
men in dresses) (The World According to Garp (1982), Mrs. 
Doubtfire (1993), Tootsie (1982), White Chicks (2004), Big 
Momma’s House (2000)). Indeed, a lineage of filmic rep-
resentations have done significant damage to the transgen-
der community, through which “by association if not by defini-
tion, transgender has become negatively coded.”15

Not all the films listed here appear in A Thousand Cuts. These 
categories and their respective films were inspired by the work 
of Osborne and several other scholars, namely Joelle Ruby 
Ryan, Julia Serano, John Phillips, and Jeremy Russell Miller.
 The violent history of invisibility and misrepresenta-
tion is not limited to the sphere of popular media and film, 
but has historically extended to spaces of critical queer and 

feminist scholarship. Professor, filmmaker, and transgen-
der scholar Susan Stryker critiques queer studies as histor-
ically complicit in the censorship of transgender subjects; 
the dismissal, and at times, the complete omission of trans-
gender voices, demonstrates academia’s homonormative 
tendencies; “a privileging of homosexual ways of differing 
from heterosocial norms, and an antipathy (or at least an 
unthinking blindness) toward other modes of queer differ-
ence.”16 Canadian feminist scholar and professor Vivianne 
Namaste also critiques the shortcomings of transgender 
representation within queer academic initiative, which of-
ten fails to account for the complex lived experience of 
gender variant people. She argues that representations 
of transgender subjects are “produced through erasure.”17 

Meaning, through a lack of autonomous, varied sites of vis-
ibility, alongside limited accountability within scholarship, 
academia produces media which is limited in its sphere of 
enquiry, which is disconnected from transgender people 
positioned as subjects of investigation, and which conse-
quently reinforces the “obliteration of transgender people 
from the social world.”18 The lack of institutional account-
ability within media and academia further extends to the 
artworld, as evinced by Calgary Arts Commons in the case 
of Osborne’s censorship. Indeed, while cis actors are enti-
tled and permitted to (mis)represent transgender subjects 
in media, and while cis spectators are encouraged to con-
sume and circulate misrepresentations, institutional forces 
demand the eviction of representation produced by sover-
eign transgender subjects—which become “too offensive 
when looked at through a critical/trans-lens.”19

 Contrary to the cis spectator, the transgender sub-
ject who consumes filmic misrepresentation is left to grap-
ple and defuse the social codes, meanings, and stigmas 
attached to their abject bodies. Hence, media greatly im-
pacts the knowledge construction, socialization, and expe-
riences of transgender people. Mclnroy et. al. analyzed the 
impacts of media representation on Canadian LGBT youth, 
and found that despite increased access to overall rep-
resentation, participants reported quality rather than quan-
tity to be “the most critical aspect”20 for their experience of 
positive visibility. Participants reported “one of [their] big-
gest challenges was that representations were pre-domi-
nantly one-dimensional and stereotypical…[and] not rep-
resentative of their lives.”21 Therefore, the queer identity 
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B.G-Osborne, A Thousand Cuts, 2018. Still. Photo courtesy of the artist. See endnotes for more on this compilation of stills.*

B.G-Osborne, A Thousand Cuts, 2018. Still. Photo courtesy of the artist.



formation process is a site of struggle; where minoritarian 
dispositions clash against social constructs and definitions 
in “an attempt to chart and enact identity from a minori-
tarian position, that either works with, or to resist the con-
ditions of impossibility that dominant culture generates.”22 
Scholar and activist Eli Clare shares his situated knowl-
edge as he grappled with the tenuous process of construct-
ing a transgender subjectivity; “I’m hungry for an image to 
describe my gendered self, something more than shad-
ow-land of neither man nor woman, more than a suspen-
sion bridge tethered between negatives.”23 Clare imparts 
his own desire for representation and role models during 
his queer identity formation process; “without language to 
name myself, I am in particular need of role models. I think 
many of us are.”24 Since media provides critical informa-
tion for queer people struggling to articulate and unpack 
how gender integrates into their lives, misrepresentation 
can be highly damaging, and can encourage alienation and 
internalized shame.25 Considering the ways in which rep-
resentation impacts the socialization of transgender peo-
ple, and considering the breadth of negative and inauthen-
tic representations of transgender people in popular media, 
the discourse of representation characterizes tremendous 
concerns for the transgender community. Misrepresenta-
tion has done significant damage; not only to the self-con-
cept of transgender people, but through negatively cod-
ing the transgender community as abject in social space. 
  Feminist theorist, philosopher, and literary scholar 
Julia Kristeva coins “abjection” in film as homed in certain 
bodies, attributes, or locales, metaphorically assuming un-
controllable threat, immorality, and perverse pleasures.26 
For Kristeva, “abject” becomes monstrous through embod-
ying significant threats to the symbolic order of society; 
crossing social borders and risking the realm of hegem-
onic social security and regulation.27 Through situating ab-
jection within certain bodies, media cautions the viewer of 
that which threatens the symbolic order—reaffirming the 
status quo which the abject (racialized, gendered, sexual-
ized) threatened. Like Kristeva, Leila Fielding argues that 
sites of abjection in media function as political polemics; 
the abject is constructed and evolving, cautioning against 
a myriad of social transgressions, reflecting and respond-
ing to social norms over time.28 Thus, abjection in film can 
be examined as reactionary to, rather than the cause of, 

social fears; and given the prevalence of transphobia in 
society, Ryan suggests that it is perhaps unsurprising that 
representation of the transgender body is overwhelmingly 
negative.29 Ryan attends to the threat transgender subjects 
pose to the symbolic order of binary gender, which regu-
lates the smooth functioning of hegemonic (cis-het-sexual) 
norms, and which is produced, perpetuated, and encultur-
ated through the strict regulation of gender and sexuality. 
Given that gender norms and hierarchies are “the building 
blocks of our current masculinist culture,”30 Ryan argues 
that non-conformity to essentialized notions of male and 
female “transgresses one of the most sacred of cultural 
taboos.”31 This taboo is elaborated on by Namaste, who 
argues that the queerness of transgender bodies destabi-
lizes the very existence of binary gender cosmology by “in-
terven[ing] not just as a category crisis of male and female, 
but the crisis of category itself.”32 Consequently, the trans-
gender abject is threatening precisely because “more than 
any other practice or identity, [transgender] represents the 
prospect of destabilizing the foundational presupposition of 
fixed genders upon which a politics of personal identity de-
pends.”33 Ryan argues that adherence to gender normalcy 
is maintained through “the deployment of figurative gender 
cops, who police and survey behaviour through the meting 
out of punishments for slight and substantial infractions.”34 

Film too, argues Ryan, functions as a tool of surveillance 
and regulation; produced in light of social threats, and in 
service of “masculinist, heterosexist, and gender-norma-
tive agendas.”35 Meaningly, the transgender abject funda-
mentally works to labour binary gender normativity through 
policing gender transgressions; cautioning spectators 
that violating the symbolic order necessitates fatal result. 
Through the transgender abject in film, cisgender specta-
tors can safely engage with gender transgression and its 
monstrous outcomes; reestablishing the firm line “between 
their own sense of ‘normalcy’ and the abject deviancy of the 
cinematically constructed ‘other.’”36 In this way, the mon-
strosity of the transgender abject in film functions as a di-
dactic tool, which re-affirms the value of sex-gender purity.  
 Fielding further problematizes the impact of trans-
gender representations in film; not only are these rep-
resentations completely disconnected from the lived expe-
rience of transgender subjects, but they also project upon 
the audience “negative, distorted perceptions of gender 
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B.G-Osborne, A Thousand Cuts, 2018. Still. Photo courtesy of the artist.
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transgression.”37 Since the symbolic order is transmitted 
and maintained through social policing, a connection can 
be made between media representation and the violence 
enacted on trans bodies; both function through the desire 
to re-affirm the status quo which the transgender subject 
queers. While media misrepresentation might be identified 
as institutional efforts to diffuse and debase infractions 
from the cosmology of binary gender, anti-trans violence 
can be seen as the social penalty for transgressing he-
gemonic gender scripts; interpersonal attempts to “restore 
the supposed purity of the sex-gender system established 
under patriarchy.”38 Through the perpetual coding of the 
transgender body as a site of abjection, Ryan argues that 
the transgender subject inherits the public identity of a “pol-
luting person” who is always in the wrong, who unleashes 
public danger, and is deserving of punishment. Thereby, 
anti-trans violence “becomes symbolic: it is about killing 
everything that the person represents.”39 Thus, the dehu-
manizing representations of transgender bodies in media 
not only promotes false social conceptions of transgender 
bodies, but also creates a social script through which vio-
lence against gender transgression becomes justifiable.
 In this way, media discourse is a powerful 
arm of cultural and ideological spin doctoring which 
works to reaffirm structures of power, and the transgen-
der abject in film serves as a subconscious lesson in  
gender-normative-supremacy.40 I conclude with Ryan, who 
reminds us that while a lineage of trans monsters reveals 
little about the transgender community, it does reveal the 
colossal vulnerability of the symbolic order of binary gen-
der. Indeed, within the transgender abject, we see a pur-
poseful reversal of reality and a “blatant portrayal of scape-
goating,” whereby the smooth functioning of the symbolic 
order depends on the othering, deviance, and degradation 
of a marginalized people.41

 The perpetual banishment of gender non-conform-
ity to the locale of madness, tragedy, and perversion func-
tions as a tool for re-affirming hegemonic conceptions of 
what is normal, natural, and safe. Through de-naturalizing 
and vilifying the transgender subject, film subconsciously 
works as a disciplinary mode of power, affirming the view-
er’s divide between gender normalcy and the tragic, de-
viant, otherness of the transgender abject. While media 
constructs the transgender subject as a site of marginality 

and abjection, José Esteban Muñoz, a critical queer theo-
retician in the fields of visual and cultural studies, examines 
abjection as a potential locale of self-determination and will-
ful defiance. Muñoz posits “queer failure” as a mode of criti-
quing the political utility of “normalcy” as it is characterized 
by the state.42 Ergo, he situates queer people’s “failure” to 
operate through state sanctioned forms of normalcy, as a 
potential mode of autonomous defiance—a critical refusal 
to succumb to the dominant logics of power and discipline 
that mark conventional modes of “success” as defined by 
cis-hetero-patriarchal capitalist societies. Through criti-
quing the etymological investment in cis-hetero-patriarchal 
forms of organizing around norms and politics, Muñoz sug-
gests that embracing and harnessing the “failures” entailed 
in minoritarian subjectivities might offer a mode of defiance 
and coalition for the queer, minoritarian subject. 
 Further examining the potentialities of enacting 
survival and even resistance from the position of the queer 
abject, Muñoz theorizes “disidentification” as a deliberate, 
performative mode and tactic employed with the aim to 
unsettle dominant ideology and oppressive discourse; “re-
sist[ing] the interpolating call of ideology that fixes a sub-
ject within the state power apparatus.”43 Muñoz frames dis-
identification as a hermeneutical tool of decoding “cultural 
fields from the perspective of a minority subject” who is 
disempowered in dominant representational hierarchies,44 

and furthermore, as a performance and praxis of resilience 
and resistance “produced and rooted within a deep critique 
of universalism and dominant power bloc.”45 Hence, Muñoz 
offers the framework of disidentification as both strategy 
and praxis; which works to unsettle the dominance of the 
gender/sex order, and which offers potentiality for alterna-
tive modes of visibility, queer culture-making, and critical 
intellectual work. Meaningly, through destabilizing socially 
constructed codes and oppressive discourse in the direc-
tion desired by the queer, minoritarian subject, disidentifi-
cation can work to throw severe doubt on the dominance 
of normative fiction, thereby warranting new modes and 
strategies of self-enactment and resistance that expand 
beyond the limitations and violence of the present.46 Thus, 
Muñoz offers disidentification both as a mode of survival in 
light of, and resistance in spite of, dominant hegemony—
and—as a process that envisions “a blueprint for minoritar-
ian counter-public spheres.”47
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“The perpetual banishment of gender  
non-conformity to the locale of madness,  
tragedy, and perversion functions as a  
tool for re-affirming hegemonic conceptions  
of what is normal, natural and safe.”

 It is within the dialectic interplay of systemic vio-
lence and queer resilience, of marginality and resistance, 
that I advocate for the importance of envisioning frame-
works which amplify, re-centre, and de-subjugate the voic-
es and knowledge of transgender people; which elaborate 
on their complex and varied lived experiences; and which 
resist the violent impact of invisibility and misrepresenta-
tion. Considering the tenuous struggle to navigate trans-
gender subjectivities without access to positive and varied 
representations, autonomous visibility is crucial not only for 
empowering transgender subjects, but also for contesting 
and dismantling the historical dominance of violent, pathol-
ogizing, transphobic narratives in cultural spheres. I echo 
Stryker, who calls for an insurrection and re-centring of the 
“subjugated knowledges”48 of transgender people, who 
have knowledge “of their own embodied experience, and of 
their relationships to the discourses and institutions that act 
upon and through them.”49 Likewise, I echo Muñoz, who 
calls for an attentive recognition of the “ephemeral” realms 
in which queer textuality, narrativity, and community-spe-
cific knowledge take form; which is embedded in “acts and 
various performances of queerness,” and which “stand as 
evidence of queer lives, powers, and possibilities.”50 In-
deed, in spite of the materialities of censorship and exclu-
sion, transgender people have continued to enact alterna-
tive modes of existence, negotiation, and creation. Thus, 
a radical and critical intervention is fundamentally contin-
gent on the move towards transgender self-representation 
and scholarship, which amplifies the voices of transgender 
subjects, and which is authentic to the lived experiences 
of transgender people. Through Osborne’s work, I hope to 
offer a possible correspondence between the framework of 
disidentification and the potentiality etched within queer art 
aesthetic. Art as a space where queer lived experience—
which often remains marginal and ephemeral—takes ma-
terial and public form; as a potential locale for disidentifi-
cation, for negotiating alternative visibility, and working to 
avert the hermeneutical injustice produced through sys-
temic erasure. 
 A Thousand Cuts occupies an interesting point 
of contest; while the work displays a collection of (mis)
representations that have done significant damage to Os-
borne’s community, they were appropriated as so to cre-
ate a new site of media with a significantly oppositional 



“A Thousand Cuts initiates a collective process 
of queering, which by extension, charts imagined 
departures from critique onto envisioning,  
and desiring, alternate realms of futurity and  
hermeneutical defiance.”



message. In A Thousand Cuts, media is both critiqued and 
created; while the clips collected by Osborne enrolled the 
medium of film to labour and transmit transphobic ideol-
ogy, Osborne queered, reclaimed, and repurposed these 
violent misrepresentations in order to lead the viewer of 
A Thousand Cuts to a message of critical and political de-
fiance. Demonstrated within this interplay is the pharma-
kon of art and media; historically used both as a tool for 
labouring, circulating, and normalizing oppressive politics, 
while simultaneously homing an unofficial site for potential 
refusal, self-determination, and resistance for the queer, 
minoritarian subject. While Osborne’s work demonstrates 
the ways in which film has been historically employed to 
circulate violent, transphobic misrepresentations, the me-
dium of film simultaneously offered Osborne a point of 
re-entry; to create new sites of representation, to instigate 
a queer/trans critique, and to re-centre their agency and 
voice as a transgender subject. In this way, Osborne not 
only identified, but utilized the locale of abjection; exploiting 
“its energies and its potential to enact cultural critique.”51 
It is within this queering of dominant media that I would 
like to frame A Thousand Cuts as a work that mobilizes 
disidentification as praxis; Osborne “situates [themselves] 
in history and seizes social agency,” as a “strategy of re-
sistance within the flux of discourse and power.”52 Through 
performed disidentification A Thousand Cuts queerly cri-
tiques, and queerly desires; Osborne critiques the relation-
ship between images and bodies in film, which by exten-
sion, calls for imagining “a remade public sphere in which 
the minoritarian subject’s eyes are no longer marginal.”53 
Through extending and inviting viewers to queer the rela-
tionship between images and bodies in film, A Thousand 
Cuts not only makes a statement about misrepresentation, 
but directs the viewers to consider the ways in which trans-
gender bodies have been historically constructed, and to 
consider the importance of transgender visibility for them-
selves. Through creating a work that performs disidentifi-
cation, queerly resists oppressive discourse, and extends 
critique to viewers, A Thousand Cuts initiates a collective 
process of queering, which by extension, charts imagined 
departures from critique onto envisioning, and desiring, al-
ternate realms of futurity and hermeneutical defiance. 
 While it is important to acknowledge and mourn 
the violence and censorship enacted by Calgary Arts Com-

mons, Osborne’s refusal to conform to oppressive system-
ic censorship is significant—and with broad implications. 
While Osborne’s censorship reveals the lived effects of 
gender surveillance, it also reveals the threat, power, and 
impact of transgender subjects taking up space, perform-
ing resistance, and shaping their own visibility. Osborne 
describes A Thousand Cuts as a work in progress which 
they hope to continue refining, expanding, transforming, 
and exhibiting in the future.54 The process of interrogating 
power as it is organized across gender, race, and sexuality 
is likewise ongoing; rooted in the lived materialities of sys-
temic violence, and embedded in queer acts of resistance, 
refusal, and creation. In this way, perhaps the processes 
of disidentification and creation are intertwined within the 
same political project; both emerging from the insistence 
for alternate relationships, politics, and queer landscapes. 
As Osborne urgently puts it; “trans people are still being 
murdered at a seriously alarming rate, misrepresentation 
will continue to happen in mainstream media, we will try 
to take back our image and tell our own stories, cisgender 
people will keep being offended, and we will keep fight-
ing.”55 Within the interplay of violence and resistance, Os-
borne’s work exposes the “efficacy and, indeed, necessity 
for strategies of self-enactment for the minoritarian sub-
ject”; that enact and negotiate autonomous modes of cul-
ture-making and intellectual work centred in the lived expe-
riences of transgender people.56 Indeed, without the work, 
visibility, and resistance of transgender subjects, media will 
continue to dominate the production of social codes which 
currently work to police and justify the marginalization and 
violence enacted on the transgender community.        
 I urge us to remain attentive and critical of the 
ways in which power—through representation, institutions, 
media, and discourse—naturalizes, authorizes, and per-
petuates exclusionary forms of political organization, evict-
ing those who fail or refuse to adhere to social norms and 
regulatory practices. Considering the ways in which me-
dia, academia, and institutional forces work to re-affirm the 
dominance and purity of the symbolic order of binary gen-
der, I assert the way in which this piece was received, and 
censored is not coincidental. Rather, I posit the response 
of Calgary Arts Commons as one that reveals the fragility 
of the symbolic order of binary gender and the institutional 
gatekeepers which aim to maintain it.  I echo the insight 
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* Primarily, A Thousand Cuts commu-

nicates a coherent set of messages 

through a longitudinal collocation of 

clips that mirror, juxtapose and inter-

act with one another. In A Thousand 

Cuts, the three-panel screen presents 

three cuts at a time; many of which 

start and disappear against the natu-

ral flow of the other. Considering this, I 

made the choice to build my own com-

pilations of stills from Osborne’s work; 

meaningly, some are not true to their 

order in A Thousand Cuts. In making 

my own compilations, I hoped to pres-

ent some of the storylines which the 

viewership of A Thousand Cuts will 

have slowly come to view relationally 

throughout the artwork; but which fail 

to be communicated fully when taking 

stills from the artwork at a given time. A 

link to view A Thousand Cuts in its en-

tirety and a complete list of all the films 

used in the piece can be found on The 

New Gallery’s website at http://www.

thenewgallery.org/a-thousand-cuts/. 
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